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We recently introduced a generic single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping method, termed DASH
(dynamic allele-specific hybridization), which entails dynamic tracking of probe (oligonucleotide) to target (PCR
product) hybridization as reaction temperature is steadily increased. The reliability of DASH and optimal design
rules have not been previously reported. We have now evaluated crudely designed DASH assays (sequences
unmodified from genomic DNA) for 89 randomly selected and confirmed SNPs. Accurate genotype assignment
was achieved for 89% of these worst-case-scenario assays. Failures were determined to be caused by secondary
structures in the target molecule, which could be reliably predicted from thermodynamic theory. Improved
design rules were thereby established, and these were tested by redesigning six of the failed DASH assays. This
involved reengineering PCR primers to eliminate amplified target sequence secondary structures. This
sophisticated design strategy led to complete functional recovery of all six assays, implying that SNPs in most if
not all sequence contexts can be effectively scored by DASH. Subsequent empirical support for this inference
has been evidenced by ∼30 failure-free DASH assay designs implemented across a range of ongoing genotyping
programs. Structured follow-on studies employed standardized assay conditions, and revealed that assay
reproducibility (733 duplicated genotypes, six different assays) was as high as 100%, with an assay accuracy
(1200 genotypes, three different assays) that exceeded 99.9%. No post-PCR assay failures were encountered.
These findings, along with intrinsic low cost and high flexibility, validate DASH as an effective procedure for
SNP genotyping.

The envisioned benefits of high-throughput single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis are numerous
(Brookes 1999), and several large-scale SNP discovery
programs are now underway or have been completed
(Taillon-Miller et al. 1998; Wang et al. 1998; Cambien
et al. 1999; Cargill et al. 1999; Emahazion et al. 1999;
Marshall 1999; Picoult-Newberg et al. 1999). Addition-
ally, a number of SNP databases have been built and
are steadily growing in content, that is, HGBASE
(Brookes et al. 2000; http://hgbase.cgr.ki.se), dbSNP
(Smigielski et al. 2000; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
SNP) and the SNP Consortium (TSC) (Marshall 1999;
http://snp.cshl.org). In order to fully realize the ben-
efits of such developments, further improvements in
SNP genotyping technologies will be required. Critical
issues here will include ease of assay design, equipment
complexity, assay cost, reliability, accuracy, flexibility,
and compatibility with automation. Alternative meth-
ods under development in different laboratories pos-

sess various advantages and disadvantages, making
each suitable for a different range of applications. Ar-
guably, however, standardized and simple assay design
in addition to accurate allele determination are per-
haps the most important prerequisites for a broadly
applicable method. Given these features, further devel-
opment efforts would enable all other desirable quali-
ties to be attained. With this philosophy in mind, we
recently devised dynamic allele-specific hybridization
(DASH), an SNP scoring procedure based solidly upon
the principles of simplicity of design, high accuracy,
and low complexity of reagents and equipment.

DASH is essentially an enhanced form of allele-
specific hybridization (Stoneking et al. 1991), trans-
ferred from the traditional radioactive/chemilumi-
nescent and membrane-based platform to a conve-
nient microtiter plate format that uses a simple duplex-
DNA intercalating dye for signal production and a dy-
namic low–high temperature sweep (Ririe et al. 1997)
to capture all phases of probe–target-DNA melting.
From this arrangement, we previously demonstrated
that both alleles of all possible SNP types could be
readily discriminated using simple and standardized
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reaction conditions (Howell et al. 1999). Currently
available commercial devices designed to support the
DASH procedure and score genotypes automatically, in
conjunction with microtiter plate-compatible robotics,
should enable high-throughput application. Toward
this end, we have now completed, and report here, a
detailed investigation of the robustness, fidelity, repro-
ducibility, and design requirements of DASH, using 89
recently reported intragenic SNPs (Emahazion et al.
1999).

RESULTS

Initial DASH Assay Trials
The objectives of this study were (1) to assess the ro-
bustness of DASH for scoring SNPs in many different
sequence contexts, (2) to determine critical assay de-
sign parameters, and (3) to evaluate the reproducibility
and accuracy of SNP genotyping by DASH.

We first standardized a number of procedural vari-
ables that we knew to be important from previously
reported findings (Howell et al. 1999) and our general
experience with the method. Specifically:

1. Target regions (100 bases around the SNP) were ex-
cluded if BLAST searches of the GenBank NR data-
base indicated they were not single-copy genomic
sequences (i.e., contained repeat elements, or were
represented by other highly similar gene or pseudo-
gene paralogs).

2. Intraexonic target regions were excluded if we were
aware of the cDNA but not the genomic DNA struc-
ture because in such situations one cannot be cer-
tain that the target PCR sequence exists in genomic
DNA uninterrupted by introns.

3. PCR primer pair sequences were checked computa-
tionally to ensure they could not form inter- or in-
tramolecular duplex regions that involved more
than two bases from either 3� end, and each primer
had to be 21–23 nucleotides long.

4. PCR amplified fragments were always designed to
be less than 70 bp in length.

5. Hot-start PCR protocols were used to prevent the
formation of primer dimers (we employed Taq-
Gold, which is inactive until an initial heating step
is performed).

6. PCRs were employed in subsequent DASH analysis
only if examination of an aliquot of the product by
gel electrophoresis revealed a single amplified band
of a strength that indicated that no more than ∼100
ng of product had been made (equivalent to 100%
incorporation of the biotinylated primer).

7. DASH probes were made either 15 or 17 nucleotides
long and centered upon the SNP position.

Using the above simple and standardized rules, DASH
assays were designed for 92 of 167 previously described

SNPs in candidate genes for neurodegeneration (Ema-
hazion et al. 1999). These 92 polymorphisms were ran-
domly chosen, providing a wide range of probe and
target-sequence contexts. From prior SNP discovery
studies we knew that both alleles of all of these poly-
morphisms were present at appreciable frequencies
(minor allele >1%) in the tested (Swedish) population
samples. No additional efforts were made at this stage
to optimize individual assay designs, as our intention
was first to test a worst-case scenario for nonoptimized
DASH assay effectiveness based upon reliable SNPs.
Three of these assays were excluded based upon PCR
failures. No attempts were made to correct these PCR
reactions. The distribution of SNP types for the remain-
ing 89 assays was 71 C ↔ T, 9 C ↔ G, 5 G ↔ T, and 4
A ↔ T polymorphisms.

Each of the 89 DASH assays was performed upon
five Swedish genomic DNA samples that included be-
tween two and five individuals homozygous for the
major (most common) SNP allele. In the first instance,
DASH was performed without the inclusion of a probe.
Any observed fluorescence signals in this analysis
would be caused by duplex DNA structures formed
solely from secondary structures in the target PCR
product bound to the microtiter plate well, and Tm

observations would reflect the melting of these struc-
tures. Next, DASH was performed upon the same
bound DNA using a probe that matched the major al-
lele sequence. Finally, the minor allele probe was used
to examine the target DNA. In these latter two situa-
tions, the detected duplexes would be those formed
between the probes and the target, and the observed
Tms would reflect their denaturation. All 89 experi-
ments were undertaken in the above order, ensuring
that any losses of bound DNA upon each reprobing
would be similar between assays. All assays were run on
two or more separate occasions. Signal differences be-
tween runs were negligible, and therefore averaged
data were used for subsequent analyses.

Interpretation of Probe-Derived DASH Signals
Three different patterns of DASH results were observed
when using the probes as described above. Examples of
each pattern are shown in Figure 1.

Pattern 1 (Ideal)
As shown in Figure 1A, when used to examine target
DNA homozygous for the major allele sequence, both
the major allele probe and the minor allele probe
yielded very apparent single peaks in a plot of the rate
of denaturation versus temperature, which were dis-
tinct from target secondary-structure melting curves.
Whenever this was seen, the Tm of the major allele
probe was found to be 4°–12°C higher than the Tm of
the minor allele probe.
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Pattern 2 (Successful)
As shown in Figure 1B, when used to examine target
DNA homozygous for the major allele sequence, only
the major allele probe yielded a readily identifiable
single peak in a plot of the rate of denaturation versus
temperature. The minor allele probe resulted in a de-
naturation peak that was <40% of the height of the
peak produced by the major allele probe.

Pattern 3 (Failed)
As shown in Figure 1C, neither the major al-
lele probe nor the minor allele probe yielded
an obvious single peak in a plot of the rate of
denaturation versus temperature, when used
upon target DNA homozygous for the major
allele. Probe peaks in this case were not dis-
tinct from the melting curve profile for the
target secondary structure alone.

Pattern 1 signals were seen for 59 of the
89 nonoptimized DASH assays (66%). In 28 of
these assays, at least one heterozygote was ob-
served among the five tested samples. Where
this was case, the major and the minor allele
probes yielded double peaks indicative of two
phases of denaturation. In 15 assays, at least
one minor allele homozygote was present
among the five tested DNAs. In these cases,
the observed patterns were complementary
(with respect to the relative Tms) but other-
wise equivalent to the findings for major al-
lele homozygotes. With these Ideal DASH sig-
nals, using either probe in isolation would
thus accurately distinguish all genotypes, and
using the second probe in addition would
confirm the assignments.

Pattern 2 signals were seen for 20 assays
(23%). In 7 of these assays, heterozygote tar-
get DNAs were present among the five tested
individuals. In these cases, only a single high-

temperature (matching) denaturation peak was seen
with either probe, even though two peaks should ide-
ally have been produced. In six assays, minor allele
homozygotes were present in the five tested DNAs. In
these cases, only the minor allele probe produced an
unambiguous peak. Thus, in pattern 2 assays, probes
matched to target DNAs produce clear and distinct

Figure 1 DASH results are shown for a major allele
probe (solid line) and a minor allele probe (dashed
line) used seperately to examine a major allele homo-
zygous sample. Signals produced in the absence of any
probe (representing target-sequence secondary struc-
ture) are also shown (diamond-marked line). All plots
show the negative first derivative of the fluorescence
versus temperature. The most stable target sequence
secondary structures (predicted by mfold at 50°C) are
shown to the right of each plot. HGBASE (http://
hgbase.cgr.ki.se) SNP accession numbers are also
given. (A) Pattern 1 (Ideal) assay. (B) Pattern 2 (Suc-
cessful) assay. (C) Pattern 3 (Failed) assay. (D) An assay
for the same SNP as in C, redesigned to minimize am-
plified target-sequence secondary structure as follows:
original primers, 5�-GGCCTTCTCCCTGTAGATCCAC
3� and biotin-5�-AGATACAGCACCAGCCTCAAGAC-3�;
repaired primers, 5�-GGCCTTCTCCCTGTAGATCCAC-3�
and biotin-5�-ACAGAACAAGCCTCACGACGTCGG-3�.
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peaks, whereas mismatched probe–target duplexes
yield signals that are weak or nonexistent. Therefore,
these successful DASH assays do facilitate accurate as-
signment of all three genotypes, but require the serial
use of both probes to do so.

Pattern 3 signals were seen for 10 of the 89 non-
optimized DASH assays (11%). Given the checks we
performed before each assay, we knew these failures
were not owing to failed PCRs. Thus, in this worst-case
scenario, only about 1 in 10 crudely designed DASH
assays would completely fail and not be effective for
SNP genotyping.

Target Molecule Secondary Structure
and DASH Robustness
To reveal which assay specific factors might underlie
the failure of certain DASH assays, we tested for corre-
lations between patterns 1–3 and an index of the de-
gree of intrinsic target molecule secondary structure.
Using data obtained from the initial probe-free DASH
experiments (see above), we used the observed Tms
from these target-only derived peaks as an
empirical measure of secondary-structure
stability. For uniformity of comparison,
analyses were based only upon data from
major-allele homozygous target DNAs, and
averaged signal patterns from two or more
samples were used. By this empirical index,
secondary structures were present, at least
weakly, in the target sequences of all 89
DASH assays, and their Tms spanned 43°–
75°C. In two cases where two peaks rather
than one were present, the highest tem-
perature peak was taken. Our findings, il-
lustrated in Figure 2A, revealed that the
Tms of target secondary structures were sig-
nificantly elevated in pattern 2 and pattern
3 assays compared to pattern 1 assays
(p < .0001). This finding indicated that sub-
optimal DASH assays are, at least in part,
caused by intrinsic secondary structures
within the target sequence that presumably
compete with the formation of stable probe–
target duplexes during the hybridization
phase of the procedure.

Assay Design Guidelines
For DASH assay design purposes, it would
be preferable to be able to anticipate target
DNA secondary-structure problems, rather
than having to test for them by experimen-
tation. We therefore examined the degree
of relationship between a computational
prediction (mfold program) of major-allele
target DNA secondary structure and assay
robustness. As shown in Figure 2B, just as

for experimentally observed Tm values, the predicted
secondary structure modeled at 37°C (�G) was found
to be significantly elevated in both pattern 2 and pat-
tern 3 assays compared to pattern 1 assays (p < .0001)).
The stability of the most stable individual helix within
the target-sequence secondary structure (��G) was also
significantly elevated in pattern 2 and pattern 3 assays
(p < .0001). Similar, although slightly weaker, relation-
ships were obtained with predicted secondary-
structure �H, �S, or Tm values. Predicted secondary
structures at 50°C had different thermodynamic val-
ues, but the observed relationships with assay quality
were the same, and the p-values were equivalent. These
data show that target-sequence secondary structures
that tend to prevent a DASH assay from functioning
can be relatively well predicted by considering the
theoretical �G values of target-sequence secondary
structures.

Other target-sequence-dependent parameters (us-
ing both allele sequences) that we found to be signifi-
cantly correlated (p < .05) with DASH assay quality in-

Figure 2 Observed distributions of the two investigated measures of target-
sequence secondary structure are shown, plotted against the three categories of
assay functionality (quality patterns 1, 2, and 3) for 89 crudely designed DASH
assays. (A) experimentally determined Tm values. (B) theoretically predicted (mfold
at 37°C) �G values. Each data point represents the respective measure of target
secondary-structure stability for one assay. Mean values are denoted by short
horizontal lines. It is apparent that the mean values for failed assays (pattern 3)
were significantly higher than for functional assays (patterns 1 and 2), indicating
that target secondary structure is a primary cause of assay failure.
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cluded (1) the total number of duplexed bases, (2) the
total number of duplexed segments, (3) the length of
the longest contiguous stretch of duplexed bases, (4)
the total number of bases in duplexed stretches over-
lapping the probe binding region, and (5) having a
duplexed stretch spanning the SNP position. Obvi-
ously, all these parameters are coindices of secondary-
structure stability. PCR product length, however,
which varied from 47 to 69 bp in these experiments,
did not show a significant correlation with assay qual-
ity. There was no significant relationship found be-
tween assay success and SNP type (C ↔ T, G ↔ T,
C ↔ G, or A ↔ T).

As indicated by Figures 2A and 2B, the target mol-
ecule secondary-structure �G accounts for most but
not all of the variance in observed assay quality. Some
of the residual differences could be caused by mere
experimental variation, or to other assay-specific pa-
rameters such as particularly stable probe–target du-
plexes that might outcompete target molecule second-
ary structures. The probe and the target sequences are
related, and, therefore, to look for a probe-specific cor-
relation with assay quality, we examined the ratio be-
tween probe and target percentage G + C contents. Our
reasoning was that such an index would characterize
relatively stable and unstable probes while at the same
time controlling for innate target-sequence secondary-
structure stability. G + C content ranged from 26.7% to
86.7% for probes and from 29.8% to 71.0% for target
molecules. The range of ratios for probe/target G + C
content was 0.674–1.555. Using logistic regression
analysis, this ratio parameter did indeed show a signifi-
cant association with pattern 1 assays versus other
quality assays (p < .001), and this result was indepen-
dent of the correlation with target molecule secondary
structure.

Validation of Assay Design Parameters
To validate our conclusions about the role of target
DNA secondary structure in limiting the robustness of
DASH assays, we attempted to redesign, and thereby
repair, a random set of six of the 10 assays that had
initially failed. Our strategy was to reduce or eliminate
the potential for secondary structure formation in the
single-stranded PCR product (i.e., the biotinylated
strand) by changing its DNA sequence. This was
achieved by altering the sequences of one or both of
the PCR primers. Primer modifications involved rede-
signing the PCR to employ primers that would anneal
a few bases to either side of the original positions and/
or altering up to a total of three nucleotides in the two
PCR primers (always C or G to A or T, and never within
three bases of the 3� end). This strategy was feasible as
a means to reduce PCR product secondary structure
both because the amplicons are sufficiently short that
the primer sequences represent a vast fraction of the

PCR product length and because primer modifications
become incorporated into the PCR product during am-
plification.

The thresholds we employed for these redesign ef-
forts required target-molecule-predicted secondary-
structure �G37 values to be less negative than �4.0
kcal/mole and the probe to target percentage C + G
ratio to exceed 1.0. In each of the six cases, we found it
was trivial to modify the primer sequences in such a
way that these requirements were met, and in every
case this led to Ideal (pattern 1) functional assays. One
such repaired assay design, in which considerable se-
quence modification was required (thus representing
an extreme example), is shown in Figure 1D, along
with resultant fluorescence curves produced by DASH
execution. Details of the other five redesigned assays
are shown in Figure 3. Subsequently, the optimized
design parameters have been employed to create more
than 30 additional DASH assays for distinct SNPs re-
lated to a range of genotyping studies. When applied
in the laboratory, these designs all functioned well as
either pattern 1 (Ideal) or pattern 2 (Successful) assays,
with no examples of pattern 3 (Failed) assays among
them (data not shown). These designs will be released
presently via the HGBASE database (Brookes et al.
2000; http://hgbase.cgr.ki.se), which is now being
structurally enhanced to allow the presentation of vari-
ous genotyping assay details.

Reproducibility and Accuracy of DASH
In addition to simplicity of design, the utility of DASH
will depend on accuracy and reproducibility of geno-
type assignments. Our impression from working with
DASH is that it performs very well in both these re-
gards. However, we wished to evaluate this formally.

To test for reproducibility, we chose six random
assays (three pattern 1 assays and three pattern 2 as-
says; see Methods for details), and used these to geno-
type 88–273 genomic samples. Equal quantities of am-
plified PCR products (to avoid potential variation aris-
ing from separate PCRs) were bound to separate
microtiter plates, and DASH assays were performed by
different persons at different times. Each series of geno-
types was scored blindly. All assayed samples gave
readily interpretable data, and no assignments differed
between experiments. This represents a failure rate of
zero, and a reproducibility of 100% over a total of 733
genotypes. The degree of reproducibility is shown for
the three pattern 1 and three pattern 2 assays in Figure
4. Similar reproducibility was evident in the analysis of
the 79 pattern 1 and pattern 2 assays described above.

To address the question of accuracy we first com-
pared DASH to RFLP-PCR (Li and Hood 1995). To do
this, 273 DNAs were genotyped by both methods at the
two SNP loci that underlie the common alleles of the
APOE gene, as well as at one SNP in the PSEN2 gene.
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These three assays were selected to provide both pat-
tern 1 (APOE-�2 defining SNP and PSEN2) and pattern

2 (APOE-�4 defining SNP) data. Among the 546 geno-
types acquired in duplicate for the two pattern 1 assays,

no assays failed, and a total of four
discrepant samples were identified
(all identified in the PSEN2 assay).
Upon repeating both assays on the
contradictory DNAs, it was shown
that all the errors could be attributed
to limitations in the RFLP-PCR analy-
sis (either weak bands in gels or par-
tial digests). Among 273 duplicate
genotypes produced for the pattern 2
assay, four discrepant samples were
noted. After redoing these assays,
two of the errors were attributed to
artifacts in DASH. For one of these, a
weak denaturation peak had caused a
heterozygote to be missed, and for
the other, an additional weak peak
had given the false impression of a
heterozygote. Such aberrant peaks
are markedly different from the vast
majority of other peaks, which show
great consistency. Hence, they may
be caused by issues of sample con-
tamination rather than deficiencies
of individual DASH reactions. An ex-
ample of one such aberrant peak is
shown in Figure 5, and illustrations
of the more typical performance of
DASH are shown in Figure 6 in order
to exemplify its uniformity.

To test DASH against a procedure
other than RFLP-PCR, 381 samples
were genotyped for the APOE-�4 dis-
tinguishing SNP locus, both by DASH
and by minisequencing (Syvanen
1994). Among these genotypes no as-
says failed, and 13 discrepancies were
found. These 13 samples were reas-
sayed by both methods, and 11 were
found to be owing to minisequenc-

Figure 3 Redesign details are shown for
five DASH assays. In each case, primer se-
quences (5�—3�) are indicated for the origi-
nal nonfunctional assay and for the repaired
functional assay, along with the respective
theoretically predicted (mfold) secondary
structures of the resulting PCR product. The
leftmost secondary structure represents the
original design, and the rightmost structure
represents the situation after primer se-
quence modification. Sequences in which a
5�-biotin moiety has been added are marked
with the letter b. SNP accession numbers
according to HGBASE (http://hgbase.
cgr.ki.se) are shown for each assay.
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ing errors. The remaining two again gave conflicting
genotypes identical to the initial findings by DASH
(APOE-�3/APOE-�4) and minisequencing (APOE-�4/
APOE-�4). Therefore, the correct genotype for these
samples could not be determined. These results could
indicate that the input DNAs were contaminated with
a low level of genomic DNA carrying the APOE-�3 allele
that only DASH was able to detect, and these two re-
sults were therefore excluded from our accuracy assess-
ment. Assuming a pessimistic design rate of one pat-
tern 2 for every three pattern 1 DASH assays, then our
findings would indicate that in routine use DASH
would have an accuracy of at least 99.9%.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we have validated DASH as a robust and
accurate method for genotyping SNPs, and defined

straightforward rules for reliable assay de-
sign that make the procedure essentially
100% effective across all SNPs that can
be practically PCR amplified. The cur-
rent availability of commercial devices
for DASH genotyping (Hybaid Ltd, UK)
equipped with automated genotype calling
software further adds to the utility of the
method. DASH is also (1) conducted under
standardized conditions, (2) inexpensive to
perform (∼20 cents per genotype) in that it
requires no fluorescently labeled oligo-
nucleotides or enzymes, (3) implemented
in a 96-well microtiter plate format using
only a few nanograms of genomic DNA,
and (4) not hindered by any detectable fail-
ure rate once the PCR is completed. Hence,
the technique should be suitable for high-
throughput industrial application as well as
sufficiently flexible and convenient for
small-scale research projects.

To set up our study, we initially limited
aspects of both the PCR design and the
DASH procedure based upon prior knowl-
edge of the methods capability (Howell et
al. 1999). We employed SNPs that were
validated in the tested population samples
(with frequencies of at least 1%) and which
avoided pseudogenes and sequences con-
taining repeat elements. In our initial set of
92 polymorphisms, only three PCRs failed,
suggesting that extensive efforts to correct
PCR reactions will not be necessary in the
generalized application of DASH. This
trivial failure rate (3.2%) probably reflects
how easy it is to amplify short PCR prod-
ucts. We also employed a PCR protocol
that required only a small quantity of DNA
(2–5 ng of genomic DNA), which should

be an advantage for researchers with limited clinical
materials.

Using 89 SNPs as a test set, we found that DASH
was sufficiently robust to allow unambiguous genotyp-
ing in approximately 90% of crudely designed assays.
To account for the 10% of unsuccessful assays, we
searched for target- and probe-specific features that
might be responsible for these failures. The most im-
portant aspect was found to be stable secondary struc-
tures within the target DNA molecule. We also found
that measures of probe G + C content compared to tar-
get G + C content can be used as an additional and
independent aid in determining whether an assay is
likely to succeed. At this point, we have not attempted
to take into consideration potential nucleation sites
(Craig et al. 1971) or any influence that impeded zip-
pering (Kallenbach 1968) may have on probe–target

Figure 4 Example genotyping results are shown for six different SNPs scored by
DASH, demonstrating assay reproducibility. A, B, and C are quality 1 assays. D, E,
and F are quality 2 assays. In each case, results are plotted for three individuals (one
homozygote for each allele, and a heterozygote) genotyped on two separate
occasions. High-temperature single peaks represent homozygous samples
matched to the utilized probe. Low-temperature single peaks represent homozy-
gous samples mismatched to the utilized probe. Curves with both high- and
low-temperature peaks represent heterozygous samples. All plots show the nega-
tive first derivative of fluorescence versus temperature. The gene symbols as well as
SNP accession numbers for each assay from HGBASE (http://hgbase.cgr.ki.se) are
shown.
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duplex formation. This also excludes any possible in-
fluence that DNA triplex structures may have had on
hybridization (Roberts and Crothers 1992). We have
shown that the important target secondary structure
and C + G content can be easily calculated from basic
theory or available software, and then reliably used to
guide sequence engineering of PCR primers in order to
best ensure the success of newly designed DASH assays
(in advance of placing oligonucleotide orders or begin-
ning any experiments). Design rules were substanti-
ated by repairing six assays that had originally failed
when designed without regard to secondary structure
or C + G content. Furthermore, subsequent extensive
use of DASH across many SNPs and several genotyping
projects has confirmed the reliability of the new design
guidelines. Given this, and the fact that DASH is per-
formed under one standardized set of conditions, then
trial-and-error-based efforts to establish a functioning
DASH assay should no longer be necessary. To this end,
in partnership with Hybaid Ltd. (UK), we are now de-
veloping software that will fully automate the DASH
assay design procedure.

We specifically tested the accuracy and reproduc-
ibility of DASH. Over many hundreds of genotypes and
several different assays we had no assay failures and
found DASH to be both 100% reproducible and at least
99.9% accurate. Errors were restricted to pattern 2 (Suc-
cessful) assays, whereas pattern 1 (Ideal) assays, which
were in the majority even for crudely designed assays,
gave an accuracy of 100%. We attribute this precision
to the fact that DASH is both quantitative and quali-
tative by nature, that is, quantitative peaks are ob-
served that indicate the presence of an amplified allele,

and different alleles produce Tm peaks that are quali-
tatively different. Furthermore, by serially employing
probes for each of the different alleles, confirmatory
genotype assignments can be made for each sample,
thereby maximizing the reliability of the procedure.

From the results of this study, we recommend the
following guidelines for designing DASH assays:

1. The general rules for PCR and DASH assay design
presented in the Results section should be em-
ployed.

2. Target secondary-structure �G37 should be calcu-
lated using both allelic variants (e.g., using the
mfold program), and a maximally negative thresh-
old of �4.0 kcal/mole should be accepted.

3. Probe/target ratios of C + G percentages should be
>1.0.

Figure 6 A demonstration of the uniformity of DASH genotyp-
ing curves. The two sets of results show distinct assays used upon
complete microtiter plates carrying PCR products from 96 unre-
lated genomic DNA samples. Panel A is a pattern 1 assay, and
panel B is a pattern 2 assay. Gene symbols and SNP accession
numbers from HGBASE (http://hgbase.cgr.ki.se) are included.

Figure 5 An example of incorrect genotype assignment by
DASH. The curve representing the incorrectly assigned genotype
is shown both in and by the arrow. A weak aberrant high-
temperature peak gave the impression of a heterozygote, when,
in fact, the sample was a homozygote, which should have pro-
duced a single low-temperature peak. Three confirmed geno-
types (both homozygotes, and one heterozygote) are included
for comparison.
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4. If target secondary-structure �G37 is too negative, or
a very low C + G ratio is present, then PCR primers
should be redesigned. This may be accomplished by
altering the primer sequences (limiting changes to
no more than three nucleotides in the two PCR
primers, always C or G to A or T, and never involv-
ing the three bases at the 3� ends of the primers)
and/or selecting primers that anneal to positions a
few bases to either side of their original locations.

In conclusion, we believe our study has validated
DASH as an effective approach to SNP genotyping. The
basic DASH concept is elegantly simple, and its now
proven fidelity and high reliability make it suitable for
scale-up and automation. DASH is capable of scoring
all types of SNPs, and the technique should, in theory,
also be able to score insertion/deletion polymorphisms
and other forms of sequence variation. Reduction in
reaction volumes, perhaps to a microfabricated format,
could play an important role in enabling the future
large-scale exploitation of SNPs for genome analysis.

METHODS

PCR
PCR primers were designed using Oligo version 5.0 software
(Molecular Biology Insights) to amplify target genomic DNA
fragments of 47–69 bp. Details of the PCR primer sequences,
product sizes, and optimal annealing temperatures, as well as
the sequences of the probes we employed, are available from
the authors upon request. All oligonucleotides (primers and
probes) were ordered from Interactiva GmbH and were sup-
plied after HPLC purification.

PCR was performed in 96-well microtiter plates (Corning
Costar) on a TouchDown temperature cycling apparatus (Hy-
baid). Reactions (25 µL total volume) consisted of 2–5 ng ge-
nomic DNA (prepared from blood samples from five unrelated
Swedish individuals), 20 pmole of a regular oligonucleotide
primer and 4 pmole of a 5�-biotinylated primer, 0.75 U Am-
pliTaq Gold (PE Biosystems), 10% dimethylsulphoxide, 1�

Perkin-Elmer PCR buffer (including 1.5 mM MgCl2), 0.2 mM
dGTP, 0.2 mM dATP, 0.2 mM dTTP, and 0.2 mM dCTP. Ther-
mal cycling employed the following conditions: 1� (10 min
at 94°C), and 40� [15 sec at 94°C, 30 sec at annealing tem-
perature (51°, 55°, or 58°C)]. Before being used for DASH, 5 µL
of the completed PCR reaction was examined upon a 2.0%
low-melt agarose gel to confirm successful amplification. In
large-scale experiments, only a few random representative
samples were tested in this way.

Dynamic Allele-Specific Hybridization (DASH)
DASH assays were conducted in a similar way to that de-
scribed previously (Howell et al. 1999), with details as follows.
Two probes were designed for each SNP, representing both
allelic sequences complementary to the biotinylated strand of
the PCR product. Biotinylated PCR products (20–25 µL) were
diluted to 50 µL with HEN buffer (0.1 M Hepes, 10 mM EDTA,
50 mM NaCl at pH 8.0). Of this, 25 µL was added to one well
of a 96-well streptavidin-coated microtiter plate (Omni-plate,
Hybaid), and surface binding was allowed to proceed for a

minimum of 1 hr at room temperature. The solution was then
removed and 50 µL of 0.1 M NaOH was added at room tem-
perature to cause bound PCR products to denature for 5 min.
The NaOH solution was discarded, thus removing the unbio-
tinylated PCR product strand, and the well was rinsed with a
further aliquot of 50 µL of 0.1 M NaOH. A 50-µL solution
containing HEN, Sybr Green I dye at a 1:10,000 dilution (Mo-
lecular Probes), and 30 pmole of one of the two allele-specific
oligonucleotide probes was added. The microtiter plate was
sealed and rapidly heated to 85°C, and then cooled to 25°C
over 3–4 min. This allowed the probe to hybridize to the
bound PCR product strand, regardless of which alleles were
present. The solution was replaced with HEN containing Sybr
Green I dye at a 1:10,000 dilution. The plate was placed in a
Perkin Elmer 7700 sequence detector (Taqman), and dye fluo-
rescence (proportional to the amount of duplex DNA present)
was monitored while heating from 35°C to 85°C at a rate of
0.14°C/sec. Alternatively, plates were placed in a DASH instru-
ment (Hybaid) and heated from 35°C to 85°C at a rate of
0.3°C/sec. Probe–duplex denaturation was determined by fol-
lowing the fluorescence decrease as temperature was in-
creased. The assay procedure, beginning with the NaOH wash
step, was repeated on the bound samples by using alternative
allele-specific probes. Genotypes were scored from fluores-
cence curves as previously described (Howell et al. 1999). In
this way, observed peaks in the negative first derivative plot of
change in fluorescence with respect to temperature were
taken to indicate the observed melting temperature (Tm).

Quality Scoring of DASH Assays
For each tested SNP, DASH quality scores were derived from
assays performed upon genomic DNA samples homozygous
for the major (most abundant) allele. Assays were character-
ized as pattern 1 (Ideal), pattern 2 (Successful), or pattern 3
(Failed); the specific criteria we used for assignments are de-
tailed in the Results section. For each target DNA, assays were
conducted in the absence of any probe (to detect intrinsic
secondary structures in the target), using a probe matched to
the major allele, and using a probe mismatched to the major
allele (i.e., matching the minor allele). In each instance, ob-
served peaks indicated the melting temperature (Tm) of du-
plex DNA (probe secondary structure or probe–target duplex).
The height of each peak above the fully denatured baseline
was taken as the signal strength, and the temperature at
which the peak occurred was taken as the observed melting
temperature (Tm). All quality scores represent averaged data
from DASH assays run on at least two separate occasions on
PCR products amplified from genomic DNA from two to five
unrelated Swedish individuals. Thus, at least two individuals
who were homozygous for the major allele were tested for
every SNP.

Computational Prediction of Probe and Target
Thermodynamic Properties
Single-stranded DNA secondary-structure predictions and as-
sociated measures were estimated using nearest-neighbor
thermodynamic calculations with aid of the mfold DNA fold-
ing program (SantaLucia 1998; http://mfold2.wustl.edu/
∼mfold/dna/form1.cgi). This was done for the biotinylated
strand of target PCR products (for both allele sequences) and
for each DASH probe as linear sequences in isolation. Predic-
tions were performed under two sets of conditions. In the first
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instance, data were obtained at 50°C, 20% suboptimality, 1.0
M Na+, 0.0 M Mg2+, with all other variables set to default. In
the second instance, we used 37°C, 5% suboptimality, 1.0 M
Na+, 0.0M Mg2+. Values for secondary-structure Gibbs free en-
ergy (�G), enthalpy (�H), entropy (�S), and melting tempera-
tures were calculated, with the values for the most stable
structures used in our analyses. In addition, secondary-
structure ��G was calculated, indicating the �G of the most
stable double helical region within each folded single-
stranded DNA.

DASH Assays for Accuracy
and Reproducibility Testing
Six different SNPs (one in each of six genes) were employed to
evaluate the reproducibility of DASH. The target genes, SNP
accession numbers at the HGBASE database (Brookes et al.
2000; http://hgbase.cgr.ki.se), as well as PCR primer and
DASH probe sequences for these were as follows: (1) CASP3,
SNP000005036, using primers 5�-TCCAGTCGGAGGCCA
GATCTGAG-3� and biotin-5�-CTGAAGCCTGCCTCCCGG
GATGA-3� and probes 5�-ATCTGAGCACTCATCCC-3� and
5�-ATCTGAGCCCTCATCCC-3�; (2) TANK, SNP000005058,
using primers 5�-AAACATGGCTTTAATTTTTAC-3� and biotin-
5�-TTTCATCATGTAGCTATACAC-3� and probes 5�-TTTTT
ACTGTGTGTATA-3� 5�-TTTTTACTATGTGTATA-3�; (3)
TNFRSF6, SNP000005172, using primers 5�-TCATATGGT
TAACTGTCCATTCC-3� and biotin-5�-GCAACATGAGAG
GCTCACAGAC-3� and probes 5�-ATTCCAGAAACGTCT-3�

and 5�-ATTCCAGGAACGTCT-3�; (4) MCL1, SNP000005049,
using primers 5�-CCAGAAGGTTGCGATGAAGAAAA-3� and
biotin-5�-CTTCTTGCCGCATTCCCACACTG-3� and probes
5�-AAGAAAAGCGGGCCAGT-3� and 5�-AAGAAAAGTGGGC
CAGT-3�; (5) EBH4, SNP000001325, using primers 5�-GTGAA
AATGTTCAGGACCTAGA-3� and biotin-5�-ACAGTGTCTT
GCTATCTTCGTC-3� and probes 5�-CCTAGATACTGAC
GAAG-3� and 5�-CCTAGATAGTGACGAAG-3�; and (6)
APOE-�4 defining SNP, SNP000002328, using primers
5�-GGCTGGGCACGGACATGGAGGAC-3� and biotin-5�-ACC
TAGCCACGGTACTGCACCA-3� and probes 5�-AGGACGT
GTGCGGCCGC-3� and 5�-AGGACGTGCGCGGCCGC-3�.
The first three of these were pattern 1 quality assays, and the
last three were pattern 2 quality assays.

To assess accuracy, target polymorphisms comprising the
two SNP loci that underlie the common APOE alleles (�2, �3,
and �4; Zannis et al. 1982), as well as one presinilin-2 (PSEN2)
SNP (HGBASE ID SNP000005167), were scored with both
DASH and PCR-RFLP in 273 Scottish DNA samples. In addi-
tion, we genotyped the SNP that distinguishes the APOE-�4
allele from the APOE-�2 and APOE-�3 alleles with both DASH
and minisequencing in 381 Swedish DNA samples. Detailed
protocols for the minisequencing analyses have been reported
elsewhere (Blennow et al. 2000). For the DASH analyses, the
target genes, SNP accession numbers at HGBASE, PCR primer,
and DASH probe sequences were as follows: (1) APOE-�4 assay
details were as described above; (2) APOE-�2, SNP000002314,
using primers 5�-GTGATGCCGATGACTTGCAGAA-3� and
biotin-5�-CCCGGACTGATACACTGCCAG-3� and probes 5�-
TGCAGAAGCGCCTGGCA-3� and 5�-TGCAGAAGTGCCTG
GCA-5�; and (3) PSEN2, SNP000005167, using primers 5�-TCC
AGTGGGGCCATGCTTCAGG-3� and biotin-5�-GTTGAGG
AGTCGAGCACGTAGAG-3� and probes 5�-CTTCAGGC
AATTCTCCT-3� and 5�-CTTCAGGCGATTCTCCT-3�.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using StatView ver-
sion 5.0 (Abacus Concepts). Student’s t-test was used to evalu-
ate the significance of differences between target-sequence
secondary-structure parameters (observed Tm values, pre-
dicted thermodynamic measures, and quantitative sequence
features) in relation to DASH assay quality scores (patterns 1,
2, or 3). Logistic regression was used to test whether ratios of
probe to target C + G percentages were independently associ-
ated with the DASH assay quality scores.
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